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Tank Related        

Accident 

“No Way to Prevent This” Says #1 Dunk Tank Manufacturer 

Chromatic Conejo  

    The Daily Bull is sad to report that in last 

week's Mass Dunk-tanking, 4 students were 

made moist. Thankfully, no casualties occurred. 

    Last Monday at approximated 6:90am, Senior 

Fresh Prince, Junior Steele Dan, Junior Le 

Bronjames, and Sophomore Leonard Nimoy (no 

relation) -- four of Michigan Tech's most 

Huskied-Up students -- were subject to an 

ambush Dunk-Tanking that left them wet, cold, 

and destroyed their text books and electronic 

devices. 

    "This is just something that you never think 

can happen at a place like Michigan Tech. Like, 

shouldn't the water be frozen by now?" 

Bronjames responded in an interview. This 

incident is among the growing trend of mass 

Dunk-Tankings in the United States. To date, 

2022 has experienced 508 mass Dunk-Tankings 

which have left 545 severely wet, and 

thousands more moderately wet. 

    The Daily Bull reached out to Michigan Tech's 

Coordinator of Under Water Events and Topics 

(UWET) Jonathan Jimbles for comment on this 

alarming trend. "Well, first off, my thoughts and 

prayers go out to the students affected by the 

Dunk-Tanking Incident. It's a real travesty, and 

I am deeply sorry they got wet. I can 

understand the Michigan Tech community is 

frustrated that this was allowed to happen on 

our safe campus, so I have started working with 

my team at UWET to try to address this issue. 

First things first, I think every student should 

have a bag of rice in their backpack, just in 

case they get dunked and need to keep their 

phone dry, you know? I also, and I've said this 

for a while, we need to have a paid campus 

security guard that monitors all the Dunk 

Tanks. This security guard should be the only 

one to escort people into and out of a Dunk 

Tank, and should be the only one handing out 

baseballs. We can't have rogue dunkers 

putting random people in Dunk Tanks and 

using their own baseballs to hit the target. 

Imagine if they brought a basketball! It would 

be so easy to hit the target with a basketball." 

    When asked about whether or not UWET 

would take action to ban Dunk Tanks on 

campus, Jimbles responded, "Well, I don't think 

that's necessary. Dunk Tanks are a great source 

of summer fun, and when used by a proper, 

trained person, they are a great tool. You can 

use them for carnivals, fundraisers, you name 

it! The important thing to remember is that 

Dunk Tanks don't get people wet; people get 

people wet. It is truly a shame that the 

perpetrator was able to commit this act, but 

because TPUSA forgot to lock the Dunk Tank 

after they were done with it, he was really 

allowed to dunk who he wanted. And you know 

what? Banning Dunk Tanks just doesn't make 

sense because there's other ways to get people 

wet! What's to stop a student from running 

around throwing water balloons? Or shooting 

people with a squirt gun? Hey, when you think 

about it, throwing a snowball is kinda like a 

dunk tank, too. Are we gonna ban snow from 

Michigan Tech?!" 



This Week’s Weather Report 

Michael Ock 

   Hey everyone, it’s Mike! The Daily Bull’s number 2 meteorologist here with another wonderful weather 

report! Hope everyone had a great week, because we have another one coming right up! And many more 

after that! So many more! The amount of weeks are infinite, unstoppable, and merciless! The pain is 

unending! Anyways, let’s hop right to it.  

Monday will either be sunny, cloudy, windy, rainy, snowy, or any combination of the five; with a chance 

of sleet, hail, snow, thunderstorms, acid, or any combination of the five. Due to inclimate weather, we 

recommend putting on sunscreen, dressing in warm clothes, carrying an umbrella, getting a snow plow 

ready, boarding up your windows, or any combination of the five. 

Tuesday will be cloudy all day with a slight chance of rain between 12 AM and 11:59 PM, excluding the 

times of 6:45 PM, 3:12 PM, 12:03 AM, and 9:00 FM. 

Wednesday’s report is… whatever’s happening right now! Look outside, and that’s the weather! 

Congratulations, you’re now 1/7th of the way to becoming a meteorologist yourself! (please don’t though 

I don’t want to lose my job again please I have children to feed) 

Thursday is going to be that uncomfortable temperature where it’s a bit too hot to wear a long sleeved 

shirt or a jacket, but just cold enough that short sleeves don’t cut it either. Like, when you stand out in the 

sun it’s nice and warm, but step into the shade and Bam, goosebumps! We recommend wearing a 

sweatshirt and repeatedly taking it on and off at frequent intervals throughout the day. 

Grimblusday is the day that we are finally all consumed by the fog! Yippee! 

Friday is… well, we’re not quite sure about Friday right now. See, she’s been going through a bit of a 

phase as of late. Keeps locking herself in her room every night and blasting My Chemical Romance. I 

keep trying to ask her, “Hey sweetie is everything okay?” but she just rolls her eyes at me and says “Ugh, 

you don’t get it. And don’t call me that. I’m 14 now. I’m basically grown up.” and goes back to scrolling 

through Hot Topic’s catalog. Kids these days, am I right? 

Saturday will be clear. It will be all so clear. It can see so very clearly. Everything that has happened, 

everything that will happen, everything that is happening, everything that could have happened. It has 

been watching you for as long as you have existed. It has seen your failures, your successes, and the 

mundaneness of your everyday life. It saw you graduate highschool and it felt proud. It saw you get a 

poor (but still passing) grade on your first calculus exam and it still felt proud, because you did your best. 

It saw you fall off your bike in 2nd grade and scrape your knee in such a way that in certain lighting you 

can still see the scar, and it still felt proud, because despite it all you still learned how to ride your bike. 

It’s watching you read this article, and maybe this time it’s a little less proud, because you should be 

working on your homework right now, but it still trusts that 

you’ll be able to finish it in time because you always do. It will 

continue to watch you as you finish this article, as you finish 

this semester, as you finish college, at the first day of your 

first job, at your wedding, at the last day of your last job, and 

at your deathbed. And it will love you at every turn. 

Sunday will be a cool 0 degrees Kelvin due to the heat death 

of the universe, so be sure to get out your winter coats and 

turn those thermostats up! 
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